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In an ideal case, the best solution for the DM would be optimal with respect to all the objectives simultaneously.
Because of the conflict among the objectives, the existence of such a solution in practice is very rare. Instead, we
can identify so-called Pareto optimal solutions [26, 39, 44]. A feasible solution is called Pareto optimal, if it is not
dominated by any other feasible solution, i.e. none of the objectives can be improved without impairment in any others.
It is justifiable to limit the choice to only such solutions, since they represent the variety of trade-offs or compromises
between different objectives. In order to identify the specific Pareto optimal solution which is best for a DM, additional
information is needed. This information is called DM’s preference information and the chosen Pareto optimal solution
is called the most preferred solution. By solving the MOO problem we mean finding the most preferred solution.
Solution methods can be divided in three classes based on when preference information is incorporated in the
solution process [18, 26]. In a priori methods, the DM first expresses preference information and a solution reflecting
it is sought for. A posteriori methods first derive a finite representation of Pareto optimal solutions and then the DM
must choose the most preferred one on their own. In interactive methods, the DM expresses preferences iteratively
and in that way directs the solution process and gets corresponding Pareto optimal solutions as feedback.
Interactive methods allow the DM to correct mistakes arising from incomplete knowledge, and learn about the
trade-offs between objectives as well as the feasibility of one’s preferences. Interactive methods involve less cognitive
load on the DM and less computational load by focusing only on those solutions, which correspond to expressed preferences. Because the DM can learn during the interactive solution process about the problem and what is achievable,
this contributes to the quality of solution [5].
Various interactive methods have been proposed (see, e.g., references in [27, 30]) and the environment where they
are applied has drastically changed over time. The abundance of data and the progress in information technologies
enables modeling complex systems at unprecedented scales and levels of detail. DMs dealing with data-intensive
models can be easily overwhelmed if not supported, and addressing new challenges requires novel tools.
Tools of artificial intelligence provide opportunities that have not been explored much in addressing the challenges
mentioned. Among them are multi-agent systems (MASs). An agent is a software or hardware module that receives
perceptions from its environment and acts respectively. Software agents can perform autonomous actions in parallel
and independently of other parts of the system, and give responses to changes in their environment [37]. A MAS is
defined by a set of agents. Each agent in a MAS has a particular goal to achieve, can communicate with others directly
or indirectly, and take actions according to the perceptions and interactions with the environment and other agents
[14, 51].
The concept of a MAS has been applied in MOO in some cases but mainly limited to a posteriori methods like
population-based heuristics. In some studies, agents represent individual solutions in a population and are managed in
intelligent ways mimicking evolution (see, e.g. [13, 19, 20, 41]). On the other hand, agents can be used as optimizers
within a MAS framework in a cooperative manner to improve the solution process. A MAS framework proposed
in [10] includes optimization agents that guide a genetic algorithm for solving a multiobjective job-shop scheduling
problem. A contract-net protocol is used to allocate tasks to a set of optimizers through agent negotiations that are
managed by a negotiator agent. In [1], a multi-agent architecture that includes several multiobjective metaheuristic
agents is proposed for solving multiobjective real-parameter optimization problems. A population of solutions is
divided into subpopulations handled by individual optimization agents. This MAS architecture has been later improved
by adding an assessment mechanism for evaluating the performance of each optimization agent [48]. In addition to
the aforementioned studies in MOO, one can find a detailed literature review of frameworks for solving single- and
MOO problems with a special focus on the use of a MAS in [40].
Besides a posteriori methods, applying a MAS in solving MOO problems has been considered only in a couple
of papers. In [4], an agent-based support system is proposed for handling conflicting preferences of several DMs.
As far as we know, the only approach of using agents with interactive methods is made in [35], where speeding up
calculations in computationally expensive problems is mainly addressed. Surrogate agents transform a computationally demanding MOO problem into an inexpensive surrogate problem. The latter problem is used in the interactive
solution process for generating approximate Pareto optimal solutions without waiting times. Preference agents learn
from the DM’s input and guide optimization agents and the DM towards Pareto optimal solutions of DM’s interest.
In this paper, we discuss challenges that interactive methods should be able to address nowadays when one should
utilize data in a versatile way to make good data-driven decisions. In this, we focus at the potential offered by modern
artificial intelligence tools like MASs. To be more specific, we propose a general multi-agent architecture for interac-
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tive methods. We elaborate how different agents can support in various stages of problem formulation and interactive
solution processes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a general structure of interactive methods, describe modern challenges set on interactive methods, and provide a reasoning how introducing a MAS allows
addressing those challenges. In Section 3, we describe our multi-agent architecture in detail, and outline functions of
intelligent agents. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
2. General structure and challenges of interactive methods
Many interactive MOO methods have the following general structure (see, e.g., references in [27, 30]).
Step 0. Initialization. Present to the DM some information about the problem.
Step 1. Ask the DM to specify preference information.
Step 2. Generate one or several candidate solutions, which are exact or approximate Pareto optimal solutions corresponding to DM’s preferences e.g. by
• solving method-specific scalarized optimization problem(s) incorporating preferences;
• using a multiobjective population-based heuristic, where preference information is utilized, and selecting
solution(s) from this set;
• solving scalarized optimization problem(s) formulated for a surrogate MOO problem, which is based on an
approximate representation of the original Pareto optimal set.
Step 3. Show the candidate solutions to the DM. Ask the DM if one of them or previously generated candidate solutions
is satisfactory as the final solution. If yes, stop; otherwise, start a new iteration and go to Step 1.
Observing DMs’ behavior in real-life situations has led to often distinguishing two phases of interactive solution
processes (e.g. [30]). In the learning phase, the DM aims at understanding the problem structure by exploring different
Pareto optimal solutions to identify a region of interest. This phase can be characterized by the high variation of the
preference information expressed by the DM. In the decision phase, the DM aims at identifying the most preferred
solution by fine-tuning the search in the region of interest.
The rapid growth of scale and complexity of decision making problems tackled by MOO has brought about a
higher dependence of the solution processes on data. Technological advancements allow operating larger and more
complex systems, collecting and processing larger sets of data and solving more sophisticated optimization problems.
Early studies applying interactive MOO methods usually considered problems with 2-4 objectives, whereas nowadays problems with more objectives are rather common in some application domains (see e.g. [7, 24, 33]). For human
cognition, there is a significant difference between considering 2D (and 3D) spaces that can be visualized easily, and
spaces of higher dimensions, since the short-term memory capacity is limited (see, e.g., [11, 31, 34]).
In modern problems, objective functions can be defined by open-form expressions [36], derived from simulation
data [47] or real-world data [46]. Even estimation of individual values of such objective functions may be timeconsuming. Advances in heuristic methods and meta-modeling and other types of surrogates have enabled considering
such complex problems in decision making contexts. Deriving candidate solutions in such problems may take a long
time or even be practically impossible. With the advancement of data acquisition and processing techniques, it is
possible to define parts of MOO problems through data rather than analytically. However, imperfections in data and/or
statistical estimation errors may induce inaccuracies of the feasible solution set and/or objective function evaluations.
There are two changes in the real world, which can be considered as new opportunities for MOO. There is a
potential of making interactive MOO methods available to DMs in the form of user-friendly decision support tools. A
necessary condition for this is to make interactive methods understandable in explainable ways. In addition, the means
of human-machine interaction with graphical user interfaces enable event-driven solution processes, where the DM is
free to provide input by any available means at any time (thereby generating events) while the task of the machine is
to react to these actions instead of computers asking questions. This allows to endow the DM with an active role in
human-machine communication.
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Next, we summarize challenges faced by interactive methods by the changing environment of the modern world:
1. Computational challenges. In the case of high computational complexity or data-dependence of the process of
deriving candidate solutions in Step 2, the DM may encounter long or unpredictable waiting times during the
solution process. On the other hand, the DM may have limited time to be spent with the method or a deadline
to solve the problem. It is necessary to control delays between obtaining preference information and providing
feedback to the DM.
2. Data uncertainty challenges. Data-driven problem formulations may include uncertainty caused by incomplete/missing data or an inaccurate problem model. This creates new challenges related to incorporation of
uncertainty information in the solution process (see e.g. [29, 53]).
3. Cognitive challenges.
(a) In the case of many objective functions, with the accumulation of candidate solutions derived during the
interactive solution process, the DM may be overwhelmed with information. The amount of communication
with the DM should be adjusted in accordance with human cognitive capabilities. In addition, the MOO
method has to be able to operate with incomplete preference information, when the DM is not able to fully
address requests from the method.
(b) When solving a problem with many objectives, the structure of the Pareto optimal set may be difficult to
comprehend. The interactive method should be able to support the learning process, and also to handle
contradictory preference information caused by incomplete knowledge of the problem by the DM.
(c) Typically, in the literature, one interactive method is applied in each solution process. As mentioned, the
needs of the DM are typically different in the learning and decision phases and it is desirable not to be
limited to using a single method but to be able to switch the method and the type of preference information
provided.
4. Accessibility challenges. Different DMs may be more comfortable with different preference expression styles
depending on the circumstances [8, 16]. As mentioned, the form of preference information expected from the DM
is specific to the interactive method used [27]. Inexperienced DMs may need assistance when selecting interactive
methods and preference information types suitable for them. Even with such assistance, DMs should be able to
change the interactive method and/or preference information type during the interactive solution process. This is
related to the third cognitive challenge.
It is easy to see that endowing the DM with the central role in the solution process calls for an architecture, where
the machine can perform actions in response to the DM’s requests. In order to react swiftly in the presence of varying
amounts of data, the machine should be able to do some work in the background anticipating future needs. Examples
of such work could be constant improvement of a Pareto set approximation in a computationally complex problem, or
updating the MOO problem model as soon as new data arrive.
It could also be useful to learn from the DM’s actions in order to narrow down the focus of performed work.
For example, predicting which areas in the Pareto optimal set are most interesting for the DM allows spending computational resources more efficiently by focusing on most important parts of the Pareto optimal set. This calls for
employing computational intelligence. Finally, it is easy to see that different actions should be performed by autonomous parallel processes. As a result, the time spent by the DM on thinking about next actions can be efficiently
utilized by the machine in processing data and preparing to react to DM’s next requests.
The above arguments support the conclusion that MASs have potential in enhancing interactive methods. In the
next section, we propose several types of agents working together. The ideas of some agents are borrowed from [35]
and inspired by some other mentioned works on MASs in the context of MOO but the generic architecture is novel.
3. Generic multi-agent architecture for interactive methods
In this section, we propose a multi-agent architecture with various agents in different roles and describe how they
address the challenges discussed in the previous section. As mentioned earlier, MASs contain several agents and each
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agent has its own goal and actions. To perform these actions, the agents work in the shared environment and interact
with each other in a cooperative manner. They exchange and share their findings to reach the overall goal of the system.
Thanks to the cooperative nature of MASs, several interactive methods can be hybridized in one solution process. In
the literature, many interactive methods have been proposed, and typically one method is selected and applied in the
solution process. However, this is not necessarily ideal. In this study, the main aim of the hybridization is to use the
appropriate interactive methods to solve MOO problems, as well as to support the DM by using best-suited methods
for the needs of the learning and decision phases. Thus, the DM can gain more insight into the problem and find the
most preferred solution in a shorter time.
In the proposed multi-agent architecture, each interactive method is operated by a dedicated agent, which makes
the hybridization straightforward and adding new methods effortless. The cooperation between agents takes place
through a shared environment in the MAS. It contains the MOO problem, surrogate models, preference information,
candidate solutions, and the necessary data.
Everything starts with a MOO problem formulation. If we have data as a starting point, a problem model is created
by fitting surrogate models to the data (this may need pre-processing the data first). Surrogate models are also needed
if the problem involves computationally expensive functions. Otherwise, surrogates are not needed. If surrogates are
used, they need to be updated if new data becomes available to increase their accuracy. The DM is supported with
preference modeling and preference learning techniques while providing the preference information to direct the
interactive solution process. Candidate solutions are accumulated in an archive and shared with relevant agents during
the solution process in a cooperative way. The purpose of this cooperative structure is to use the strengths of each
interactive method, reduce waiting times set on the DM, support them to decrease their cognitive load, and make them
feel being in control in the solution process.
The proposed multi-agent architecture illustrated in Figure 1 has the following agent types to realize the purposes
mentioned: a problem agent, a surrogate agent, a coordinator agent, a solution pool agent, a preference agent and an
interactive method agent. Below we give more details on each agent.
Problem agent:
The main aim of the problem agent is to construct an optimization problem based on the given problem description.
This agent is responsible for deriving decision variables, constraints, and objectives to be optimized. Given a complex
and data-intensive real-life problem, constructing a MOO model may be a non-trivial task (and we do not here consider
cases where deriving objectives from data requires additional tools). For some objective functions, we may only have
data originating from the problem domain, rather than mathematical function formulations. Such objective functions
are to be generated by constructing surrogate models based on the data available. On the other hand, some explicitly
formulated objectives may be computationally expensive. Then computationally inexpensive surrogate models are
needed in order to decrease the solution time. For the above listed reasons, the problem agent asks a surrogate agent to
generate surrogate models for such objectives if they are present. Otherwise, the MOO problem is constructed simply
on the objectives, decision variables, and constraints derived from the problem description.
Before the actual solution process is started, the coordinator agent sends a request to the problem agent for the
problem to be solved. Based on this request, the problem agent constructs the MOO problem as described above.
Once the MOO problem is constructed, the problem agent sends it to the coordinator agent and the solution process
is started. During the interactive solution process, after each iteration with the DM, the coordinator agent asks the
problem agent for an updated version of the MOO problem if it is available. The problem agent creates an update with
the help of the surrogate agent, whenever the latter can improve surrogate models by utilizing new information.
Surrogate agent:
The main goal of the surrogate agent is fitting metamodels to the available data and generating surrogate models
such as (1) a model representing an objective function which has no closed form formulation, (2) a computationally
inexpensive model that represents an objective which has a computationally expensive function formulation or (3) a
surrogate representation of the whole Pareto optimal set, according to the type of request from the problem agent.
To create a computationally efficient surrogate model, choosing the best suited surrogate model is needed first. The
surrogate agent is responsible for selecting the best surrogate modeling technique and supervising the training of
the selected surrogate model. Once the suitable model is selected, the surrogate agent trains this model by using
the available data (offline data). Additionally, the surrogate agent updates these surrogate models according to the
candidate solutions and/or an updates that take place if there is a change in the relevant data (online data).
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Fig. 1. A generic multi-agent architecture for interactive methods.

The surrogate agent updates surrogate models after obtaining new information. For the surrogates serving as approximations of computationally expensive objective functions or the Pareto optimal set, the information used is a set
of new candidate solutions. For surrogate functions derived from data, the update utilizes new data once it becomes
available. In both cases, the accuracy and the quality of the surrogate model is increased gradually during the solution
process. For example, in [38], an automatic selection of a surrogate modeling technique for a given data set has been
proposed. There, several surrogate models are trained by using the data generated from known optimization problems,
and extracted features from this learning process are used to select the most appropriate surrogate modeling technique
for a given new data set. As metamodels, there are deterministic models such as polynomials [25], neural networks
[3], radial basis functions [9], support vector machines [42] and stochastic models such as Kriging [21] or Bayesian
modeling [43] available in the literature.
As mentioned in the definition of the problem agent, generating and training surrogate models, which is described
above, takes place before the actual solution process is started, based on a request by the problem agent. During the
interactive solution process, surrogates are updated in the background if needed. Thanks to that, instead of computationally demanding problems, computationally less demanding surrogate problems are solved and the waiting time of
the DM is eliminated in each iteration of the solution process.
Solution pool agent:
The main goal of the solution pool agent is to collect generated candidate solutions, organize them and give access
to them for the coordinator agent and the DM on request through the preference agent. The shared archive that includes
candidate solutions found so far is needed to hybridize interactive methods. After each iteration, the coordinator agent
sends the obtained solutions to the solution pool agent. Some of these solutions might be dominated by the archived
solutions which are accumulated during previous iterations. The solution pool agent is responsible for combining
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received solutions in the current iteration with the previous solutions and eliminating dominated solutions from the
combined set. In this way, interactive method agents cooperate with each other by storing their best solutions obtained
so far in a common solution pool. The solution pool agent sends this archived set to the coordinator agent whenever
the coordinator agent requests solutions.
The DM may need to access the archived solutions on two occasions. Firstly, the DM may consider selecting
the final solution of the problem from previously derived solutions. Secondly, in some interactive methods, the DM
expresses preferences with respect to a previously derived solution [28, 50]. In both cases, the preference agent assists
the DM in exploring the solution pool and selecting a solution candidate through the solution pool agent. In the case
of many objectives and many solution candidates accumulated, advanced techniques may be used in order to address
the issue of cognitive overload (see e.g. [15]).
Coordinator agent:
Once the MOO problem is received from the problem agent, the coordinator agent selects one of the interactive
methods and provides parameter settings, candidate solutions and preference information to the corresponding interactive method agent. The coordinator agent also creates an opportunity for the DM to switch to another method during
the interactive solution process by suggesting to select another method, whenever it is appropriate.
In order to select an interactive method, the coordinator agent asks which preference expression mechanism is most
comfortable and/or familiar for the DM. This naturally helps decreasing the cognitive load of the DM. Besides that, the
coordinator agent monitors the solution process and tries to distinguish between the learning phase and the decision
phase. This additional information can also help selecting the method which is most suitable in each moment. As a
result, different interactive methods employed in a cooperative manner combine their strengths in order to improve
the quality of the solution process.
Once the selected interactive method agent generates new solutions, the coordinator agent receives the obtained
solutions and sends them back to the solution pool agent. The latter evaluates the performance of the selected interactive method agent based on the obtained solutions and the provided preference information in the previous iteration.
For this purpose, it uses quality indicators that take into account the preference information to evaluate the quality of
the solutions (e.g., [17, 23, 32, 52]). For the next iteration, the coordinator agent requests candidate solutions from the
solution pool agent, checks for updates from the problem agent, gets new preference information from the preference
agent, and sends all of these to the corresponding interactive method agent.
Preference agent:
The preference agent is the one that interacts with the DM, selects a subset of candidate solutions which is shown
to the DM and takes the preference information based on the represented solutions. A preference model is created by
using the given preference information. However, the provided preference information may be uncertain or inconsistent during the solution process since the DM is learning and gaining insight into the problem. Thus, the preference
agent is observing the DM’s behaviour (provided past preference information) and creates a preference model by using
some machine learning techniques (e.g., [3, 9, 21, 25, 42, 43] ) to learn the DM’s preferences. Moreover, if the given
new preference information has inconsistencies with the created preference model, the preference agent gives notice
of this situation to the DM to make them aware of having provided contradictory preferences. One should notice that
this does not necessarily mean that anything is wrong. It may be an indication of the DM having learnt more.
The preference agent lists the available forms for providing preference information based on the interactive methods
included in the architecture, the DM selects one’s preferred way, and the preference agent informs the coordinator
agent about the type of the preference information which is to be used.
The preference agent can also be utilized in the following situations. In some real-world applications, the solution
process may be repeated many times for similar problem instances. Providing preference information repeatedly can
then be avoided if the preference agent utilizes the learned preference model to decrease the cognitive load of the DM
for the next solution processes. When training the agent, previous candidate solutions presented to the DM are given
as input and preference information provided by the DM as output. Once the preference agent is trained with this
historical data, the created model can be used to produce preference information during the next solution processes.
Some approaches have been proposed to predict DM’s preferences for interactive methods (e.g., [2, 6, 22]).
Interactive method agent:
The main function of the interactive method agent is to control the interactive method to provide generated candidate solutions to the coordinator agent. In the proposed architecture, there can be several interactive method agents
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and each of them covers a different interactive method. This means that the interactive method agent provides an
interface to manage the connection between the coordinator agent and the interactive method. It runs one iteration of
the interactive method with received parameter values, candidate solutions, and the preference information on request
from the coordinator agent. As mentioned, many interactive methods convert the original MOO problem into single
objective optimization problems by incorporating the given preference information and solving these subproblems by
applying appropriate single objective optimization methods to get candidate solutions reflecting the preferences of the
DM [26]. Once the solutions are obtained for that iteration, the interactive method agent sends them to the coordinator
agent.
The functioning of the proposed multi-agent architecture is demonstrated below. We present an example sequence
of agent interactions in the architecture, where the surrogate modeling is used in the MOO problem:
1. The problem agent takes the problem description and requests surrogate models from the surrogate agent according to the problem description.
2. The surrogate agent generates surrogate models based on the request and sends these models to the problem
agent.
3. The problem agent constructs the MOO problem and sends it to the coordinator agent.
4. The coordinator agent selects the appropriate interactive method agent, sends its parameter values, candidate
solutions and the preference information to the selected interactive method agent.
5. The interactive method agent runs its interactive method with the provided parameter values, solutions and preference information. After finishing, it sends the obtained solution candidates to the coordinator agent.
6. The coordinator agent evaluates the quality of the obtained solutions and sends them to the solution pool agent.
7. The solution pool agent inserts obtained solutions to the archive, updates the solutions in the archive and sends
the candidate solutions back to the coordinator agent.
8. The coordinator agent sends the candidate solutions to the preference agent. The preference agent selects a subset
of candidate solutions, represents them to the DM and receives preference information from the DM.
(a) If the DM wants to stop, one selects a solution as a most preferred solution and the solution process is
terminated.
(b) If the DM wants to continue, the coordinator agent sends the candidate solutions to the surrogate agent, asks
if there is an update to the problem agent and receives the updated surrogate problem. The solution process
continues with step 4.
(The surrogate agent updates surrogate models based on the best obtained solutions so far, or if there is a
change in the data. The problem agent receives the updated surrogate models and updates the optimization
problem.)
Finally, we summarize how challenges facing interactive MOO identified in Section 2 are addressed with the multiagent architecture described. Using the surrogate agent allows eliminating waiting times in computationally complex
problems, as well as organizing a decision making process when the problem is (partly) derived from data. The preference agent allows addressing the cognitive challenges by utilizing learned preferences in order to reduce the cognitive
load, and assisting the DM. The coordinator agent, in cooperation with the preference agent and interactive method
agents, allows addressing the accessibility issue by enabling interactive method selection according to DM’s needs.
This also contributes to addressing the cognitive challenge by providing more suitable ways of expressing preferences. The connection between data and problem formulation maintained by the problem agent using the surrogate
agent opens possibilities to incorporate mechanisms of dealing with data uncertainty into the solution process.

4. Conclusions
We have discussed various challenges set on formulating and solving MOO problems to be able to utilize data
available in making data-driven decisions. We have focused at interactive methods because of their advantages in
supporting the DM in learning about the problem and about the feasibility of one’s preferences.
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In order to address challenges discussed and support making decisions with interactive methods, we find artificial intelligence tools like agents of high potential. In this, we have proposed a generic multi-agent architecture for
interactive methods and described various agents with distinctive roles in the solution process. The architecture was
presented in a general manner and further detailed implementations are naturally needed. However, it allows to outline
how various challenges can be addressed.
Our motivation has been to show that combining a MAS with interactive MOO can be fruitful. Realizing this
potential requires multidisciplinary efforts combining e.g., artificial intelligence, software architecture and various
optimization tools. As a future research direction, we shall utilize the architecture in the open source software development of the DESDEO framework (desdeo.it.jyu.fi) for interactive multiobjective optimization methods.
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